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Supplemental Table:
eTable: Stressful Events Questionnaire
Please fill in the circle next each event that has ever happened to you. (Mark all that apply)
1) Been in a serious car accident or a serious accident at work or somewhere else?
2) Been in a major natural or human made disaster, such as a fire, hurricane, flood, chemical spill or
terrorist attack?
3) Ever had a very serious or life-threatening illness such as cancer, a heart attack, AIDS, or multiple
sclerosis?
4) Before age 18, ever been physically punished or beaten by a parent, caretaker, or teacher so that: you
were very frightened; or you thought you would be injured; or you received bruises, cuts, welts, lumps
or other injuries?
5) Not including any punishments or beatings you already reported in item 4, ever been attacked,
beaten, or mugged by anyone, including friends, family members, or strangers?
6) Ever been made or pressured into having some type of unwanted sexual contact?
7) Ever experienced a miscarriage or still birth?
8) Ever experienced the death of one of your own children?
10) Ever experienced sexual harassment at work that was either physical or verbal?
11) Ever been in any other situation in which you were seriously injured, or in which you feared you
might be seriously injured or killed?
12) Ever had a close family member or friend die suddenly and violently, for example, by suicide or in a
serious car crash, mugging, or attack?
13) Not including experiences in your work as a nurse, have you ever witnessed a situation in which
someone was seriously injured or killed, or have you ever witnessed a situation in which you feared
someone would be seriously injured or killed?
14) Served in a war zone, or served in a job that exposed you to war-related casualties (e.g., treating
combat casualties)?
15) Not including war-related service, have you ever treated civilians with traumatic injuries (e.g., burn
victims, amputees, gunshot wounds)?
16) Experienced a seriously traumatic event not already covered in any of these questions.
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